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The European Ombudsman, Emily O’Reilly, has opened an investigation on her own initiative into the composition and transparency of the Commission’s expert groups. As a first step, she is asking interested persons and organisations for feedback on how balanced the representation of relevant areas of expertise and interest is in different groups, how transparent the groups are and how well the application procedures work.

Emily O’Reilly explained: “The Commission relies heavily on the advice of hundreds of expert groups to draw up legislation and policy, covering areas from tax and banking services, to road safety and pharmaceuticals. It is of utmost importance for these groups to be balanced and to work as transparently as possible so that the public can trust and scrutinise their work.”

Strategic use of own-initiative investigations

When Emily O’Reilly took office as European Ombudsman in October 2013, she announced that she would use her own initiative power to investigate systemic problems in the EU administration more strategically. To this end, she appointed an internal co-ordinator for own-initiative inquiries. The expert groups investigation is the first in a series of strategic own-initiative inquiries which will be opened during the coming months.

With the help of the public consultation, the Ombudsman will investigate which expert groups may lack a balanced representation of interests, whether the appointment of members “in a personal capacity” is problematic and whether expert groups work as transparently as possible.

The invitation to the public consultation is available here:

Specific investigation into expert groups for common agricultural policy

The Commission (DG AGRI) is currently setting up 14 “civil dialogue groups” which will serve as advisory bodies for the common agricultural policy. More than a third of the EU’s budget goes into this crucial policy area. The Ombudsman has therefore opened an investigation into the composition of these groups to guarantee a balanced representation of the wide range of economic and non-economic interest groups. You can find the opening letter for this specific investigation here: